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Real-World Lessons from Today’s Trading Day 

Here’s the direct quote that set the stage for trading today’s session correctly: 

Reference Friday’s report for the logic that set the stage for today’s bullish rally – movement “UP 

TOWARD” 2,100 – and short-squeeze in an ongoing stimulus-manipulated market.  An up move is 

precisely what should have happened and it did – and more likely, this upside move will continue 

trading higher if buyers can push the index beyond the 2,100 level to trigger more stop-losses 

from the (financially losing) short-sellers. 

To be clear, our dominant thesis allows for higher prices on a movement up away from 2,100 

towards 2,120.   

We’re building off the model (logic) that price will once again be short-squeeze manipulated 

higher just like we saw in February after two power-bullish buy days set the stage for additional 

bullish buying pressure AND bearish short-covering (stop-losses). 

Let’s be abundantly clear – we will expect a movement “UP AWAY FROM” 2,100 if indeed buyers 

can push the index higher, flood capital into the market (remember “Greece is saved!!! Again”), 

and trigger (actually continue) a short-squeeze already in motion. 

 

We expected another an up-move given the ongoing market environment … and we got it just like yesterday.  

Our one and only job today – after planning successfully and seeing the TRIGGER on an upside gap – was to 

buy pullbacks or breakouts as the expected upside price action developed above 2,100 on the movement 

toward 2,020 (or higher). 

You should have bought retracements or breakouts during today’s Trend Day JUST like yesterday– and you 

made money – then you similarly “got what you deserved” and what should have happened, actually 

happened.  Think of it the same way. It’s a hard truth but it’s just the way it works – Trend Days – once 

established – have greater odds of continuing than of reversing… though the signal for a reversal is a break 

beyond the 50 EMA.  This was evident yesterday and it was just as evident today. 

As long as price gapped higher – ESPECIALLY if our game-plan called for an upside action as ours did last Friday 

– and remains above the rising 20 and 50 EMA (5-min chart), then your ONLY course of action is to buy 

pullbacks ore retracements.  This is how we have always traded Trend Days and it’s how we’ll always trade 

them – with excitement, simplicity, and hopefully profits.  Please study today’s lesson and the many examples 

in the archives.  Profits are easily available to those who use these strategies… and loses will almost certainly 

occur to those who do not. 
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Please compare yesterday’s report – and in fact the PLANNING section of Friday night’s report – to today’s 

report.  This is how we trade – and there’s no clearer example of how we set the stage with our planning and 

then perform in real-time with our trades.   

I have to tease – did you short-sell at any point in time today?  If you did so, know that that behavior will lead 

to an early end to your promising trading career (exception:  ONLY professional, experienced, and aggressive 

traders can fight/fade a Trend Day – it is an illegal behavior for new traders to do so).  Learn what made you 

go short (fight the Trend Day) today and PLEASE learn why it’s wrong and why you should never do it again.  

It’s ok if you did – but it’s NOT ok if you keep doing it (fighting Trend Days). 

 

 

Chart Pattern of the Day:  Bullish Breakout and Surge in Google (GOOGL) from a Triangle 
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Our 12 Power-Trending Stock Strength Candidates 

 

We're seeing the NEW top nine relative strength leaders (via algorithm) in trending markets and the general 
expectation is to buy retracements or breakouts in these strongly trending names. The logic is that what is 
strong tends to get stronger (stocks attracting money flow tend to continue attracting additional money flow). 
Right now these would be the names and thus candidates above for you to do additional research and add 
these to your stock-scan list for possible inclusion into a swing trading portfolio on pullbacks or outright 
breakouts.  
 
HOW WE USE THESE STOCKS:  
I write the Power-Trending Stock Section for Swing Traders looking for candidates that complex stock scans 

will likely miss. The scan targets strongly trending stocks and the expectation is that price will continue 

trending higher, though of course additional analysis is required rather than just buying these names 

collectively. To participate in these stocks, we typically wait for a pullback/retracement to a rising moving 

average or Fibonacci/Trendline level to put on a buy/retracement where the stop is trailed. 
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Cross-Market Analysis 

 

Our new “Color Intermarket” Fast Reference Grid shows ongoing – and expected – strength in stocks as Gold 

(top right) continues to fall.   

Oil collapsed going into today and we’re seeing a logical bounce/rally up off the $52.00 level (watch the new 

short-term trading range on the ‘flag’). 

After trading lower in June, the Dollar Index rallied on a V-Spike Reversal (bottom right) to stall between the 

$97.00 and $96.00 level which is the boundaries of a new trading range – watch for a breakout either way. 
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Game-Planning (30-min) 

 

Just like yesterday’s session, we were expecting bulls to continue inflating the market higher in a bounce-rally 

at the same time short-sellers (bears) kept losing money with additional stop-losses (to continue the short-

squeeze). Simply stated, that is EXACTLY what happened.  Our only job – just like yesterday – was to trade the 

bullish bounce/short-squeeze action as it occurred in real time. 

And that’s tomorrow’s goal as well.  If buyers can hold the market up above the 2,100 level in the @ES (it’s 

different than the cash index), then we’re going to keep buying retracements or breakouts and continue to 

make money as the market does exactly what it should according to our thesis. 

However, also just like yesterday we’ll keep an open mind and be equally ready to shift strategies and trade 

bearishly/cautiously should buyers relent their intervention programs and price retraces a little deeper down 

away from 2,100. 
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Game-Planning (Daily) 

 

Look closely at the small green arrows on the Daily Chart above.  Buyers continue to trigger short-squeezes 

and intervention rallies in the ongoing stimulus-manipulated bull market trend.  Bulls continue to be more 

aggressive than the timid short-sellers, and buy programs continue to drive liquidity into the market as short-

sellers cover positions (a buy activity).   

Our thesis continues to call for higher prices in the stimulus-manipulated equity market and the last three days 

of trading fully support our thesis – and hopefully we’re profiting handsomely from the ongoing upside action 

intraday.  Our model references February 2015 for the last major intervention rally/reversal off a BEAR TRAP 

outcome.  We’re bullish above 2,110 to target 2,135 eventually – or cautious between 2,100 and 2,110. 


